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In the manager's office, the players are given their football manager interview. Ironside is the
fifth of the ten, and his outgoing manager, Benham, tells him to just be himself, and try his best.
After that, Tom informs the players how he will be handling their team in todays match, which is
against a club called Stocksbridge United. Tom explains that he will be picking eight out of the
eleven first team players, and it is down to which ones he picks to travel with him. The players
reply to him, and there are no surprises, although Bruce is still out with a knee injury. Scott's

nephew is being born on October 4th, at the same time as Scott's 22nd birthday, and he gets all
emotional about it. In the last minute, Tom tells Scott that he will be leaving the club, and then it

is time to head out to Stocksbridge United. The coaches, plus Bruce and Scott, all head to the
club, where they find out that a local referee has called in sick, so they have to do the match

themselves. Don't worry, this is not any old game, but a blockbuster, Hollywood blockbuster. It's
the action packed story of a group of misfits, one an ex-Premier League star, one a man with a
brilliant football head. First and foremost, this story is totally out of this world. Frank Lampard is

by no means the biggest name in the English game, but he's well respected. A man with two
Premier League winners medals in his cabinet, he's definitely got a bit of swagger about him. His

assistant manager, while equally as decorated with a World Cup and two European
Championships, can't boast the same moments of glory. This means that Lampard has a greater
perspective, and has built a life outside football. So he doesn't have the pressure of expectation,
or risking his playing career over the tiniest of hiccups. He's a team player, and is happy to give
his assistant every chance. What makes this story even more remarkable is that the assistant is

none other than his little brother, Joey. Not only is he Lampard's brother, but he's also his
manager! Oh, and he's also heterosexual. It's the football equivalent of what the song about, The

Artist Formerly Known As Prince, Joe and all of his ladies. This, without a shadow of a doubt, is
the best story in Football Manager. Not only
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